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The music for Birthmark was collected from several different sources. The music for ‘Man’ is by Franghiz Ali-Zaden: *Habib-Sayagy* (in Habil’s style) for Violoncello and Prepared Piano with Yo-Yo Ma playing cello and Joel Fan on prepared piano. The music for ‘Mother’ comes from the Mongolian Traditional long song and the Sacred Harp Singers At Liberty Church singing *Idumea* and *I’m Going Home*. ‘Bawdy’s’ music comes from *Bird Up*, a remix by the famous jazz musician, Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker. The tune is *Congo Blues (Silencer)*, produced and constructed by Donk, featuring Ravi Coltrane, Wild Children, Hubert Laws and Kodo. The music for ‘Somebody, Everybody, Anybody, Nobody’ is from Tool’s CD *Aenima*. The music for the animated painting, *dream*, came from the soundtrack *Before Night Falls, Balloon Escape*. And finally the music for ‘Spiritualized Nothingness’ comes from Bach’s Greatest Hits, *Toccata* from *Toccata and Fugue in D minor, BWV 565* and *Fugue* from *Toccata and Fugue in D minor, BWV 565*, which are both played on the Wolfgang Rubsam organ.
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If truth is that which lasts, then art has proved truer than any other human endeavour. What is certain is that pictures and poetry and music [and dance] are not only marks in time but marks through time, of their own time and ours, not antique or historical, but living as they ever did, exuberantly, untiered.

Jeanette Winterson
[and dance] Gongora
"Sometimes I feel, I’m not sure why, a touch of foretold death... Perhaps it's an indefinite sickness which, because it doesn’t materialize in pain, tends to become spiritualized in nothingness, the end. Or perhaps it's a weariness that needs a slumber far deeper than sleeping affords. All I know is that I feel like a sick man who has been getting steadily worse, until at last he calmly and without regret extends his feeble hand over a bedspread he had been clutching.

And then I wonder what this thing is that we call death. I don’t mean the mystery of death, which I can’t begin to fathom, but the physical sensation of ceasing to live. Humanity is afraid of death, but indecisively. The normal man makes a good soldier in combat; the normal man, when sick or old, rarely looks with horror at the abyss of nothing, though he admits its nothingness. This is because he lacks imagination. And nothing is less worthy of a thinking man than to see death as a slumber. Why a slumber, if death doesn’t resemble sleep? Basic to sleep is the fact that we wake up from it, as we presumably do not wake from death. If death resembles sleep, we should suppose that we wake up from it, but this is not what the normal man imagines; he imagines death as a slumber no one wakes up from, which means nothing. Death doesn’t resemble slumber, I said, since in slumber one is alive and sleeping, and I don’t know how death can resemble anything at all for us, since we have no experience of it, nor anything to compare it to.

Whenever I see a dead body, death seems to me a departure. The corpse looks to me like a suit that was left behind. Someone went away and didn’t need to take the one and only outfit he’d worn.”